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FHANA BREEDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 
 
 
DATE: July 8, 2019 

Members attending: Allison Thomas, Charlotte Dumford and Ruth Baugh 
 
 
Allison began our meeting with discussion of upcoming articles for submission to THE FRIESIAN magazine. 

The only one slated for the next issue is Lori Ann Thwing’s article on photographing adult Friesians. Allison 

will follow up with her regarding the deadline. 

 

Charlotte suggested that we approach Claudia Gregory-Rayner about becoming a member of our Breeding 

Committee. She is already doing some valuable research on her own and would be a great addition to our 

committee. Charlotte agreed to contact her regarding this. 

 

It was suggested that a possible future article could address the problem of getting difficult mares pregnant and 

issues surrounding getting and keeping mares in foal. 

 

Ruth suggested a worthy article might be in handling the orphan foal situation and offering suggestions on how 

to handle this. She suggested that Lisa Baker would have some good feedback and Ruth agreed to approach her 

about submitting an article for future issues. 

 

Allison put forth the following motion: To create a Facebook page maintained by the FHANA Breeding 

Committee as a place for FHANA members and prospective members to find information about 

approved stallions, KFPS breeding goals and to ask questions of the committee. The motion was seconded 

by Ruth Baugh and all voiced approval. 

 

Next on the agenda was the discussion of Preferent mare research. We want to compile a list of which mares  
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might have offspring being judged at this year’s keurings that could make mares Preferent if those offspring 

make Ster. Allison and Charlotte agreed to go though last year’s numbers to see what time is necessary to 

compile this list and do the research in time for the keurings. Allison will call the FHANA office to try to get a 

list of last year’s numbers. 

 

Our meeting was concluded at 8:15 and the date of Thursday, August 8th at 7PM was set for our next meeting. 
 
 
Submitted: Ruth A. Baugh 
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